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HERE WE GO AGAIN!HERE WE GO AGAIN!
 

 

We’ve been back at school for a whole week

already! We may be back in lockdown, but

as the cliche saying goes “there’s always

light at the end of the tunnel”. We all have to

just keep trying our best to naviagte these

unknown waters. Little things will really

contribute to helping us through this: turn

on your camera in a live lesson (it might just

make your teachers day); make your mum

her morning cup of tea; or offer to help a

younger sibling with their homework. All of

us are trying to cope the best we can right

now, so a little help for others, could make

all the difference :) 

canva

New studies are showing that you could be
immune to COVID-19 for up to 5 months
after contracting the virus! The study that
was lead by Public Health England show that
past infection decreases your chances of
getting COVID-19 again by 83%, compared
to those who haven’t had the virus. Scientists
are going to continue monitoring healthcare
workers for 12 months to see how long
immunity lasts for. They will also look closely
at cases with the new variant – which was
not wide spread at the time of the first
analysis – and observe the immunity of
participants who receive the vaccine. This
could be game-changing news for the global
pandemic that has wreaked havoc in our
lives, and it may be of great help to the
fantastic scientists working so hard to bring
our world back to normality, once more.
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Five dead, a president charged with incitement of
insurrection, and banned off Twitter; chaos has

erupted across America as many call for
accountability to be served. Last week, as members

of the US Congress moved to certify the 2020
Presidential election results, an unprecedented mob

of Donald Trump supporters swept the Capitol
building, in an effort to halt the process. One

congresswoman, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, took to
Instagram to share her experience, stating that she,

“did not know if [she] was going to make it to the end
of that day alive,” a view many traumatised lawmakers
and staff personnel held the day of the attack.  What

has happened as a result of this, is truly historic;
Donald Trump has become first US President to be

impeached twice. Last year, Donald Trump was
impeached by the House of Representatives for

abuse of power and obstruction of Congress. These
two convictions came about after there were
allegations that Trump sought help from the

authorities of Ukraine to assist him in winning the
2020 Presidential Election, and although the House
of Representatives did impeach Trump, the Senate
acquitted him. Currently, the House has passed an

article charging him with, ‘incitement of insurrection,’
placing Trump responsible for instigating an

attempted coup, however, Senate Majority Leader,
Mitch McConnell has expressed that the Senate will

not start a trial until after President-Elect Joe Biden is
sworn in on January 20th 2021.

Happy New Year everyone! To mark the occasion,
many people stayed up to see 2020 off and 2021
in (without the fireworks and parties of course!),

and in doing so may have made New Year
resolutions. Whether it’s exercising more or
keeping your room clean, everyone seems

obsessed with making plans which they will most
likely not pursue past the end of February. You

may be thinking that I’m trying to put you off your
resolutions, but I’m not…I’m going to tell you how

to complete them. My first tip is to tell people
close to you that you’re trying to give up a bad

habit. If your friends catch you sneaking over for
one more biscuit, or see your finger hovering over
the ‘add to’ basket button, they’ll let you know not
to break your resolution again. The second thing
is to mentally prepare yourself - it’s a year-long

thing. If you’re planning to run once a week, you’ve
got to be prepared for the ice, snow, wind and

hail that may come for you - you can’t expect it to
be easy all the time!Speaking of which, you’ve got

to push yourself. Not so far that you inevitably
give up after the first week, but not so easy that it

bores you and isn’t a challenge anymore. For
instance, maybe you want to read more books
than the few you read last year. So, rather than

thinking I’ll read all of Game of Thrones by Friday,
think instead, I’ll start with one book a month and
if that’s too easy I can always read more.Another
thing I might add, don’t judge someone for their

resolutions. If someone is brave enough to admit
they could do better in a certain area of their life
and commits to actually do something about it,

don’t make a single comment. I don’t care if it was
‘meant’ to be a compliment; commenting on

others’ resolutions may not only lower someone’s
self-esteem but might affect them in the long run.
Tiny tasks for some people are massive tasks for

others. Just because getting up and doing
something every morning or brushing your teeth

daily might seem easy to you doesn’t mean it’s
easy for someone else.I hope these tips will help
you power through past February and to the end

of 2021.

AN ATTACK ON DEMOCRACYAN ATTACK ON DEMOCRACYAN ATTACK ON DEMOCRACY       
Zara Taylor 

Louisa Pritchard 



QQF WITH MRS HUDSON: HSD RECTOR
AND HISTORY ENTHUSIAST! 
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What are your favourite things about the month of
January? 
I really like the sense of the days getting longer and the light
returning. It is so good to think of the Spring ahead and
warmer days, although I love the cold weather, particularly the
crisp January days with blue skies.

Sahar Jafferbhoy 

What  was your first ambition/career ideology?
It’s a cheesy thing but I always wanted to be a teacher deep down.
My little brothers will tell you that I ran a pretty strict pretend
classroom with summer classes that were compulsory! They still
say that being a teacher was the best way to channel my inner
bossy big sister vibe! My Mum would have loved me to have been
a doctor but that was never something I wanted to do although I
have a long-term addiction to ER and Grey’s Anatomy! I did apply
to study Singing at the Academy of Music and Drama in Glasgow
but didn’t get in, so went to St Andrews University to study English
after that. The fact that I ended up studying Medieval History is a
long story, but it shows that you never quite know where the road
will take to and from disappointment you can then find your
niche!

Which three things make you happy?
Sunny beach walks, the infectious laughter of children,
and time with my amazing family and dog.

It seems to be that the pandemic
has infected even the word

‘positive’ with negativity.
Admittedly, it’s difficult to be

optimistic when it feels as if you
are living through an apocalyptic

movie. And as we enter ‘Take 2’ of
lockdown, it might feel like we are

back at the very beginning.
Whenever you find yourself

thinking like this though, do two
things : Firstly, look back. Look at
how far you have made it along
this arduous journey. Focus on
the positives, the things you are
grateful for, the things that make
life worth living. Then, look ahead
to the future, which is glimmering

with hope. Already, 2.6 million
people in the UK have received
doses of COVID-19 vaccinations,

while children living in
disadvantaged backgrounds will
receive laptops to facilitate their
virtual learning. Though online

school is better than no school at
all, it has certainly been a tough

time for both pupils and teachers
alike. But before we know it, the
glare of our screens will turn into
the glare of the sunshine as we sit
outside, laughing with our friends
in the playground. There is light at

the end of this tunnel. 



What is the soundtrack to your life right now? 
Desert Island Discs………helps me drift off to sleep and get a
glimpse into the lives of others and the amazing power of
music to soothe, inspire and provide an escape, now more
than ever. Various other sound tracks too… I was lucky
enough to receive a Karaoke Machine for Christmas!. Being of
a certain generation, it has to be ABBA. “Thank you for the
Music”… although I’m not sure all my family would agree!

What’s one book that you could read again and again,
and never get bored of?
It is so hard to pick just one, but Jane Eyre had such an impact
when I first read it and it still does afresh every time. It is
brutal, sad, romantic and thrilling all at once…..and it has a
happy ending and I need that in my reading material! 

What’s one quote that is keeping you motivated and
inspired during these challenging times?
“My most important title is still “mom-in-chief.” My daughters
are still the heart of my heart and the center of my world.” –
Michelle Obama

What’s your all-time favourite movie? 
Some Like It Hot!

What would you like to own that you don’t currently
possess?
A 1966 Porsche 911….but actually I have everything I really
need. 

If you had to rate your satisfaction with your life so far,
out of 10, what would you score?
9…there is always room for me to work to make tomorrow
even better for others.

Hedgehogs have the scientific
name Erinaceus Eruopaeus, and
have this name because of the

way they forage for food, by
rooting through hedges. They

also root through the
undergrowth to find the bulk of
their diet which consists from
insects, worms, centipedes,

snails and in some cases even
snakes. When the hedgehogs

are foraging, they make a piglike
grunt, which is where the “hog”
part of their name comes from.
Due to their sharp spikes and

stiff coat, when a predator
attacks they curl up into a ball as

an effective way of defending
themselves. In cold climates they

hibernate, whereas is more
temperate places they tend to
say active all year round. When

they are in hibernation, their
heart rate going from 190 beats

per minute to 20 beats per
minute. In deserts they sleep
through the tough conditions

such as heat and drought, this is
called aestivation. Each year

young hedgehogs, called hoglets,
are born in litters ranging from

1-11, and stay with their mother
for around five weeks before

leaving on their own. If the nest
is disturbed, Hedgehog mothers

have been known to eat their
young, though sometimes they

will just move to a new nest.

Have you made any new years resolutions/goals for
2021?
No. I don’t make resolutions, just try to make the best of each
day and act with kindness and empathy.

Anna Dalglish

hedgehogshedgehogshedgehogs   



Being scared of nothing is worse than being scared of everything   As a child, have you ever heard
someone being accused of being ‘scared of everything’ or ‘scaredy-cat!’, then automatically assume

that it was an insult. It seems that everybody nowadays associates fear with weakness, but why?
Today, I am writing to tell everyone that, sometimes, fear can be a good thing, note that down

teens. As somebody who has experience with being labeled ‘scaredy-cat’, and having done a great
deal of research, I can assure you, I know what I’m talking about. So if you are going through a

tough time, very conscious on what people think about you (especially if you are a learning
teenager), give this a quick read and I am sure you will think about yourself differently after seeing
yourself in a new light. Go on, I promise I have summed up everything you need to know without it

going on forever, don’t be scared.
 My very first point is that, it’s actually healthy to experience fear. This reason seems rather

obvious, but is most definitely the most important. Dr Steve Orma, PsyD, clinical psychologist and
the author of ‘Stop worrying and Go to sleep: How to put insomnia to bed for good.’, states:“Fear is

our internal alarm bell for danger. Without the ability to feel fear, we wouldn’t live very long
because we wouldn’t be aware of, or care about the threats around us”. As you may see fear, it can

be uncomfortable, but snuffing it out would basically be the same as turning off your fire alarm,
just because it makes loud, irritating noises at what seems to be inconvenient times.  Fear is not
something that you would automatically experience. You see, it is made up of part instinct, part

experience and part taught, so not completely automatic. Some fears are purely from instinct: pain,
as an example, triggers fear instinctively because of your intention for survival, resulting with you

fearing it. Not automatically, just instinct. Other fears are learned, whether it is taught or
experience. We learn to be afraid of particular people, places or situations because of negative

impact and experiences from the past. A near death experience, perhaps drowning, is an excellent
example as your brain may trigger fear every time you get close to a large body of water. The last

section of fear is taught, today’s society state whether something is meant to be feared or not.
Such as how certain social groups are feared and punished because of their social status that

results with the impression that they are dangerous.  So the next time someone claims ‘I don’t feel
fear’, or ‘I’m fearless’, please do note that fear is pretty much hardwired into you, so it can’t possibly

be true. Feeling fear is neither strange, nor is it a sign of cowardice, but a normal function that a
part of your brain is responsible for. Actually, an absence of fear can be a sign of a serious brain

damage!
I have come to the conclusion that being scared of nothing is worse than being of scared of

everything, and I hope you have too, come to the terms. My reasons are that fear is healthy for you,
it controls your actions when under pressure, and you can actually enjoy fear sometimes. I believe

that my job here is done, but I have a final question for you. We all know the definition of ‘brave’
don’t we? Being brave doesn’t mean to eliminate all fear, but knowing how to balance out it out and
being able to embrace the danger; facing your fear. Sure you can be called brave when committing
a heroic deed, but if you have no fear, what are you then? Are you truly brave if you do not have a

fear? Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to remind you one more time, we are all human.
Everybody here right now may seem different, from the looks to the personalities, but we all share
something in common. Everybody has flaws and fears, that is the definition of human. So the next
time someone mocks you with the classic ‘insult’ - ‘scaredy-cat’- think about it, are you really willing

to take the batteries out of your fire alarm?

being scared of nothing is worse thanbeing scared of nothing is worse thanbeing scared of nothing is worse than

being scared of everythingbeing scared of everythingbeing scared of everything   
Jessica ChenJessica ChenJessica Chen   
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The ‘knuckleball’ effect occurs when a spherical object

moves through the air without spin, causing it to move

unpredictably. The fact that it can move about randomly

while maintaining a relatively straight trajectory, has seen it

become adopted by many great sportsmen such as,

footballer Christiano Ronaldo and baseballer, Phil Niekro,

but how exactly does it work? The ‘Knuckleball’ first came

about in baseball, getting its name from the way it was

pitched. To achieve the ‘no spin’ the ball was held between

the thumb and the knuckles on your fingers, giving it the

name ‘the knuckle ball’. It is unknown when it was first

developed, but it is believed to have been around the

beginning of the 20th century. The phenomenon made its

way into football in the 1950s and has most recently been

used by Portuguese footballer Ronaldo, and Brazilian player,

Juninho. The effect can be explained using fluid dynamics,

or how fluids, either liquids or gasses, react with moving

objects. There are two important types of flow used in

explaining how the ‘knuckleball’ moves so randomly. These

are Laminar flow and turbulent flow. Laminar flow can be

seen as a smooth flow of fluid around an object in many

parallel layers, turbulent flow is seen as a chaotic process in

which the fluid flow around and object causes significant

changes in pressure and velocity. As the ball’s speed

increases, the flow surrounding it changes from laminar to

turbulent, this change happens at a different velocity for

different objects, such as footballs or baseballs. At a certain

speed, the pockets of air around the ball randomly change

between the two types of flow. This change between the

types of flow around the ball causes random turbulence on

either side, giving it the characteristic and forever

unpredictable ‘knuckleball effect’.

The end of year marks a time
for change, a fresh start and
new resolutions for the years

to come! This year a
resolution to consider, is
how we can improve our

strategy in fighting the
climate battle. A recent

report by the World Wide
Fund (WWF), supported by

Sky’s Ocean Rescue
Campaign, has called for the
governments investment and

plan to restore marine
habitats by 2030, in a bid to

rescue our chronically ill
seas.  The campaign

mentioned included a
petition urging the U.K.

government to commit to a
ten-year ocean recovery

plan, by tackling pollution,
plastic, over fishing and

climate change; along with
protecting at least a third of
the UK’s seas. Currently our
seas absorb well over a third
of the Uks carbon emissions,

that’s approximately 120
million tonnes worth of

emissions, our seas are in
trouble.  The plan not only
seas great environmental
aid, but it plans to create

over 100,000 new jobs to be
introduced by 2050, with

possible outturn of £50bn to
the U.K. economy, something

that in our current
international state could

benefit from. How can you
play your part you may be
wondering? Well, both Sky

Ocean Rescue and WWF are
now asking the public to

become “ocean heroes” and
play their part upon

restoring health to our seas.
Heroes can be considered as

those signing  petitions,
rethinking how they shop,

what they buy and so much
more Being mindful is

WHAT IS THE KNUCKLEBALLWHAT IS THE KNUCKLEBALLWHAT IS THE KNUCKLEBALL

EFFECT?EFFECT?EFFECT?    

Lewi s  S impson   

Your World Needs YOUYour World Needs YOU

Phoebe Jennings 
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If  you want something tasty to snack on whilst listening to your

English teacher drone on about Edwin Morgan, these mocha

cupcakes are perfect for keeping you full!

⚠This recipe contains nuts⚠

 

Ingredients
Cupcakes:

• 3 Eggs (Separated)

• 140g Caster Sugar 

(Separated into

100g and 40g)

• 150g Softened Butter

• 1tsp Vanilla Extract

• 2tbsp Brewed Coffee

• 125g Ground Hazelnuts

• 100g Plain Flour

• 2tsp Cocoa Powder

• 1/2tsp Baking Powder

• (Optional) Cinnamon

Icing:

• 1 1/2 tbsp Cream Cheese

• 1 1/2 tbsp Espresso Powder

5) Fold this into the egg white mixture, then carefully add the egg yolk mixture 
6)  Add the cupcake mixture to the cupcake tin and bake for 20-23 minutes. To

check if it is ready use a toothpick to pierce the cupcake and if it comes out clean
then it is ready. Set aside until cooled.

7) To make the icing, put the cream cheese and espresso powder in a small
saucepan until the powder dissolves. Then leave to cool.

8) Whisk the mascarpone and icing sugar together until creamy. Then when cool,
stir in the cream cheese mixture.

9) Place the icing into a piping bag with a nozzle. Make sure the cupcakes are
completely cooled before piping. Pipe the icing on top of the cupcakes to create a

swirl.

1)Preheat the oven to 180c and
line a 12 hole muffin tin with

paper cases.
2) Separate the eggs and whisk
the egg whites until semi-stiff.
Gradually add in the 100g of
sugar until stiff peaks form.  

3) In a separate bowl whisk the
softened butter, 40g sugar and

the vanilla extract until at a
foamy consistency. Gradually

add the egg yolks while whisking,
then stir in the espresso.

4) In another bowl combine the
hazelnuts, flour, cocoa powder,

baking powder (Optional, a pinch
of cinnamon).  

MOCHA CUPCAKESMOCHA CUPCAKESMOCHA CUPCAKES    

Katie MacDougall



 

I appreciate life’s a bit tough and confusing right now, however, no
matter how much school work we have piling up; music lessons to

attend; or HIIT workouts we have to do for P.E, we have to remember
to look after our mental well-being. That will always remain the most

important thing.
 

Top tips for managing stress, anxiety, and any worries in the current
situation:

 
Take regular breaks! Live lessons for 3 hours straight can be tough
going, so don’t forget to shut off for a wee while and relax. If your

teacher hasn’t been offering breaks, try politely asking them if they
wouldn’t mind providing short breaks every so often.

Keep doing the things you enjoy. Just because we’re stuck at home,
doesn’t mean we should give up our hobbies. Go for runs, binge
watch Netflix, bake Katie’s delicious mocha cupcakes - whatever

makes you happy :)
I know it’s hard, but please try to sleep at a decent hour! It’s very

tempting to stay awake into the wee hours of the morning, but in the
long term it will be quiet detrimental to your health... As someone

who’s going to the school care hub everyday, I have to wake up fairly
early, and it definitely helps with even just slight feelings of normality.
Try not to stare at screens all day. I know with lengthy live lessons this
is a bit tricky, but at any opportunity you get, try to give your eyes and

brain a rest.
As I have always stressed, please contact your teachers if you’re

struggling to cope in any way. They may be sitting in their home too,
but they are still all here to support us :)

 
I hope some of these suggestions may be of help, to at least some of

you. Remember, we’re all in this together! Reach out to people -
whether it be your friends, relatives who live far away, or your

favourite teacher, it really doesn’t matter. We’re all here to support
each other, in any way we can :)

Finally Friday! I

can’t wait to get

shut off my

Microsoft Teams,

ignore Firefly and

have a good rest

this weekend.

I recommend that

you all do the

same - pupil, staff

and parents!

We’ve had a long

couple of days

and our eyes,

brains and bodies

deserve some 

 time to relax :)

 

DEPUTY EDITOR’S
NOTE

see you next
friday!

T H E  Q U A R A N T I M E S  T E A M

We’re all in this together

(no pun intended!)
Sahar Jafferbhoy 


